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ABSTRACT 
  The Conventional Interpretation of the Uncertainty Relations 
(CIUR) is reconsidered through   a revaluation of its main assertions. 
It  is shown that all the respective  assertions are troubled by 
insurmountable defects. So it is revealed the indubitable failure of 
CIUR and the necessity of its abandonment as an unjustified doctrine  
which generates misconceptions and cofusions.Consequently theUR 
must be deprived of their   quality of crucial formulae in distinction 
between quantum  and classical physics. The theoretical UR are 
shown to be not indicators of measuring accuracies but simple 
fluctuations formmulae with natural analogous in classical (non-
quantum) physics. That is why we propose that they to be named 
simply Heisenberg’s relations. It is argued that the measurements 
description  must be discriminated from quantum mechanics and done 
in a distict scientific branh disinct . 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
     A great part of the history of quantum physics was dominated by the  so-called 
Conventional Interpretation of the Uncertainty Relations (CIUR). The respective 
interpretation was initiated and promoted mainly by  the partisans of the Copenhagen 
School in connection with the foundation and interpretation of  Quantum Mechanics 
(QM). Today CIUR preserves a large popularity and it appears as a true myth in many 
publications and opinions. That is why often the UR are regarded   [1 ] even as expression 
of ’’the most important principle of the twentieth century physics’’ 
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   But over the years in connection with CIUR a lot of defects were signaled.Threfore, in 
spite  of  its  popularity,   CIUR   generated  many  controversies  which  entailed   the  
opinion [2]   that   UR ’’are probably the most controverted formulae in the whole of the 
theoretical physics’’. As an almost general rule in literature the mentioned defects and 
controversies were approached as separated pieces or, more often, they were ommited. 
Consequently their  sjgnificane in the whole was not properly evaluated . For all that we 
think that  the incontestaable existence of  the respective pieces requires and justifies a 
reconsideration of the CIUR. 
    During more than two decades in the works  [3 - 11]  we have tried to develop such a 
reconsideration by taking into account together the whole class of  the mentined pieces as 
a  true assembly. 
     Here we wish to present some ideas in the spirit  of the mentioned works . 
We will start with a short review of the main assertions of CIUR. Subsequently we will 
point out  a  number of significant defects of CIUR . 
    Taken together the set of  respective defects irrefutably incriminate all the main 
assertions of CIUR . 
      The mentioned incrimination   proves the indubitable failure of CIUR and the 
necessity of its abandonment as a source of misconceptions and confusions.  Consequently 
the UR must be deprived of their quality of crucial formulae in distinction between 
quantum  and classical physics.. In this way we come in consonance with the guess  [13] 
that : ’’uncertainty relations in their present form will not survive in the physics of future’’.  
   We  think that in the spirit of the above presented views one can approach some other 
problems  regarding the foundation and interpretation of  QM ,  the measurements theory 
and  the philosophy of physics. 
 
2. THE MAIN ASSERTIONS OF  C I U R 
       In the supporting publications CIUR and  its corollaries are reported  as a vague 
multitude of statements . We  opine that all the respective statements are reducible to a set 
of main Assertions (Ass.) which we will present below. In its essence the  alluded set is 
argued through the apparent similarity between the Thought-Experimental (TE) formula 
                                                          
∆TΕΧ ∆TE Ρ≈                                                            (1) 
 and the theoretical  relation  
∆ΨΑ ∆ΨΒ ≥ <[A,B]>Ψ                                                        (2) 
 
    In (1)  ∆TΕΧ  and  ∆TEΡ are presumed to denote the uncertainties in simultaneous 
measurements for the conjugated variables Χ  (coordinate) and Ρ (moment) , in a thought-
experimentDQG VLJQLI\WKH3ODQFN’s constant. In (2)  [A,B] signify the commutator of the 
quantum operators associated to the variables A and B , <. ..>Ψ    represents the quantum 
mean value estimated through the wave function Ψ while   ∆ΨΑ  and  ∆ΨΒ  are the 
quantum standard   deviations of A and B ( we use the common. notations of QM [14 ] ). 
    Based on the mentioned similarity CIUR promoted the following mainAssertions (Ass,) 
: 
Ass.1 The quantities ∆TE Α and ∆ΨΑ from  (1) and (2), denoted by an unique symbol ∆Α, 
have an identical significance of measuring ”uncertainty" for the quantum variable A. 
(This   assertion  is based on the above mentioned CIUR presumptions about ∆TΕΧ  and 
∆TE Ρ  and the (formal) resemblance between the relations (1) and (2)). 
Ass.2 The relations (1) and (2) admit the same generic interpretation of uncertainty 
relations for simultaneous measurements of the variables A and B. ( The arguments for 
this assertion in the main are the same as for the previous one) 
Ass.3  A solitary quantum variable A can be measured without any uncertainty - i.e. with 
unlimited accuracy.( For such a variable, considered independently from other variables, 
the relations (1) - (2) do not impose a lower bound for the uncertainty ∆Α ). 
Ass.4  Two commutable variables A and B can be measured simultaneously with 
arbitrarily small (even null) uncertainties ∆Α and ∆Β .( For such variables [A,B] = 0 and 
in  (2) the product of the corresponding simultaneous uncertainties ∆Α and ∆Β  has not a 
lower bound ) 
Ass.5   Two non-commutable variables A and B can be measured simultaneously only 
with non-null and interdependent uncertainties ∆Α and   ∆Β . ( In such a case [A,B] ≠ 0 
and in  (2) as well as in  (1) the product of the corresponding simultaneous uncertainties 
∆Α
 and ∆Β   has as a lower bound a non-null quantity ) 
Ass.6  The UR defined by  (1) - (2)   are typically quantum formulae and they have no 
similar in classical (non-quantum) physics. (This  assertion is argued by the presence of 
the quantum (Planck) constant  in the relations (1) - (2) and its absence in all known 





 3. FEW  SIGNIFICANT  DEFECTS  OF   C I U R 
  Regarding the CIUR there are [ 3 -11 ] a whole class of  Defects (D).   Here we will 
present briefly only few of them which , in our opinion, are sufficient for proving the 
incorrectness of the above mentioned main assertions of CIUR. The respective defects are: 
D.1  The thought experiments  refered by CIUR in connection with (1) operate with  old 
ideas of limitative criteria of experimental resolution (due to Abbe and Rayleigh). But 
today are known  [ 15, 16 ] experimental techniques which overstep the mentioned 
criteria. Then the relation (1) and all the judgements founded on it become obsolete and 
incorrect. 
D.2  The quantities  ∆ΨΑ  and  ∆ΨΒ  implied in (2) are not measurig uncertainies  but 
fluctuations quantities regarding own properties of the microparticles . They are described 
only in terms of QM . But the mentioned  properties have well established characteristics 
in a given state (described by the wave function  Ψ ) . So they are independent of the 
experimental uncertainties  which can be changed ( e.g. by improving the devices). 
D,3  So regarding    ∆ΨΑ  and  ∆ΨΒ   it results that  Ass.3 and  Ass.4  are incorrect .       
D.4.   In the cases  A = ϕ and B = Lz ( ϕ = azimuthal angle , Lz  = angular momentum) 
respectively A = N and B = φ   ( N = number, φ  = phase) the relation (2) takes 
pathological forms which are not concordant with the  CIUR doctrine. The ideas promoted 
for the respective cases by the CIUR’s partisans are simple  palliatives which do not solve 
the essence of the problem  . In fact  in the mentioned cases (see [ 6, 7, 11 ]  ) instead of 
the relation (2) it must operate with the formula (where δ$ =  $ - <$>Ψ ) : 
 
∆ΨΑ ∆ΨΒ ≥   « <δ$δB>Ψ  «                                                     (3)  
This formula rduces to (2) in some cases (eg. for A = ϕ and B = Lz  in the case of a 
quantum torsion pendulum ) while in other cases it degenerate into trivial relation  0 = 0 
(e.g . for  A = ϕ and B = Lz in the case of an electron in a hidrogen  atom).  
D.5  There are some other situations in which CIUR can not ofer an universal  and valid 
approach. Such situations regards the multi-variable and and bi-temporal relations (which 
generalize  formula (2)) , the pair of variables time-energy or the case of the so-called 
"macroscopic operartors" (see [3 - 11 ] ). 
D.6  The assertion  Ass.6 is directly and irefutablely contradicted by the exsitence of some 
classical formulas  which are completely analogous with the quantum relations. Such 
formulas (see [12, 3, 6, 7] ) regards the classical (non-quqntum) theory of fluctuations and 
have the folowing generic form 
∆clΑ ∆clΒ ≥ <δA⋅δB>cl                                                      (4) 
 In (4)  <…>cl  denote the classical mean value (  in sense of non-quantum statistical 
physics ) , δA =. A - <A>cl   while  ∆clΑ and  ∆clΒ signify the standard deviations which 
characterize the classical fluctuations of  A  and B . It is interesting to note that in, instead 
of Planck's constant     from (2), in (4) appears the Boltzmann's costant  k .From a 
genuine  point of view about the probabilistic aspects in physics [9, 11] both the 
mentioned constants appear as generic indicaators of stochasticity. 
 
4. THE  INELUCTABLE  FAILURE OF   C I U R   
  The above presented defects  D.1 - D.6   incriminate and invalidate all the main 
assertions A.1  -   A.6   of CIUR . The situation is insurmountable for CIUR doctrine, 
because it cannot be avoided by means of valid arguments from the fraamework of the 
respective doctrine . Then it directly results   the  ineluctable failure of CIUR . 
Consequently the sole reasonable attitude is to abandon CIUR   as an  unjustified doctrine  
which generates misconceptions and cofusions. 
 
5.  SOME   ADJACENT   REMARKS  
    It is known that CIUR is a doctrine with a large variety of (more or less justified) 
imlications and corollaries . Then surely the above (and in [3 -11 ] ) argued attitude  to  
abandon  CIUR  will require  a whole class of comments. Many of the respective 
comments necesitate further investigations and evaluations. That is why here we limit 
ourselves to note only some adjacent remarks as folows :      
                                                                        
    Firstly let us refer to the genuine (and true) significance of the relations (1) and (2). On 
this line we note that the thought-experimetal  relations like (2) must be disregarded. Due 
to the modern progresses in the fied of real experiments accuracy , as well as to other  
shortcomings  [3 - 7, 11 ] , they are fictitious formulas without a true physical significance.                        
     As regards the theoretical relations (2)  (and their generalizations (3) ) the attitude must 
be completely different. The respective relations originate from the correct framework of 
QM . On the other hand they are comletely similar with the relations (4) from the classical 
fluctuations theory. That is why we opine that the relations (2) and (3) have to be 
considered as formulas regarding  the quantum fluctuations. In such a regard the quantum 
operators A and  B are random (stochastic) variables while  ∆ΨΑ,  ∆ΨΒ,  <[A,B]>Ψ   and  
<δ$δB>Ψ  are quaqntities (parameters) which describe the  fluctuations of the respective 
variables. As a consequence  of the mentioned regard the relations (2) and (3) must be 
deprived of their quality of crucial formulae in distinction between quantum  and classical 
physics.. In this way we come in consonance with the guess  [ 13] that : ''uncertainty 
relations in their present form will not survive in the physics of future''. In conclusion we 
plead for the idea that the formulas (2) and (3) to be denominate simlpy as Heisenberg’s 
relations.                                                                                                                                                  
     Now let us note few words about the question of the measuremens and QM . The 
respective question originated from CIUR and have  generated many discussions and 
disputes, more or less correctly justified. That is why we agree the opinion [1]  that  "the 
word measurement  has been so abused in quantum mechanics that it would be good to 
avoid it altogether’’.  The here argued view about the relations (1) and (2) in fact 
discriminate the QM from the problem of measurements description. In the presented 
view QM (as wel as other branches of physics) describes the intrinsic propertirs of  the 
considered systems . The mentioned  description is completely  independent of the 
measurement characteristics (including the uncertainties ). Therefore the respective 
characteristics must be described  in the framework of a  separate scientifc branch which 
is distinct of QM. But such a branch still require further investigations because that [18] : 
’’there exists not yet a fundamental theory of actual measuring instruments’’ . 
    For a possible aproach within the alluded invesstigations in [3, 6, 7, 9, 11 ] we promoted 
the idea that in the description of maesurements some  aspects can be done in terms of 
information theory. In the spirit of the  respective idea we think that   a measurement can 
be described as a process of information transmission, from the measured system to the 
receiver (recorder or observer). In such a view, the measuring apparatus can be 
represented as a channel for information transmission, whereas the measuring 
uncertainties can be pictured as an alteration of the processed information. Such 
informational approach is applicable without discrimination for measurements on both 
macroscopic and microscopic (quantum) systems. 
    In the end we express our belief that the spirit of the above presented views can offer 
supporting elements  in interesting and constructive approaches of some problems 
regarding subjects as : foundation and interpretation of QM, measurements theory, 
philosophy of physics. 
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